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It’s All About the Data
The four Wave Gliders are expected to collect approximately 2.25 million 
discrete data points, and take more than 300 days to complete their 
voyage. They will gather and transmit data on salinity, water temperature, 
waves, weather, fluorescence, and dissolved oxygen. In the process they 
will be building an enormous data set, which is provided free of charge and 
in near real-time to scientists, educators, students, and the general public.

It’s Far. It’s Really Far.
During their combined journey of 34,000 nautical miles the Wave Gliders 
will travel across some of the world’s most challenging environments. They 
will journey together to Hawaii, then split into pairs, one pair continuing to 
Japan and the other pair to Australia. On reaching Hawaii they will have 
earned a Guinness World Record for the longest voyage completed by an 
unmanned ocean vessel.

But Why?
Liquid Robotics has taken on this challenge, and made the investment, not 
only to demonstrate the endurance of Wave Gliders, but more importantly 
to ignite people’s imaginations on what can be discovered and explored 
when the ocean is networked with sensors. We encourage everyone who 
has a passion for the ocean to participate in the journey.
Find more information, sign up for the data, enter the PacX challenge, and 
meet the intrepid robots at liquidr.com/pacx.

On November 17th 2011, at San Francisco’s St. Francis Yacht Club, Liquid 
Robotics launched four Wave Gliders on a record-setting journey across 
the Pacific Ocean—the longest distance ever attempted by an unmanned 
ocean vehicle. The purpose of this unprecedented crossing is to foster new 
scientific discoveries in ocean science by making available vast amounts of 
ocean data collected and transmitted during the yearlong journey.

The four PacX Wave Gliders – Papa Mau, Benjamin, Piccard Maru, and Fontaine Maru – pass under the iconic Golden Gate Bridge 
on board the Shana Rae as they transit to their launch site off the coast of California.
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PacX Wave Glider Fontaine Maru approaches the Big Island of Hawaii on 
its way to Japan.


